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WEEKLY VOCABULARY AND SPELLING 29

SECTION
   2

Life as We Knew It Vocabulary

Name Date

Lesson
10

boycott (BOY KAHT)  V.  to refuse to buy or
have dealings with  (In the 1970s farm
workers urged consumers to boycott
nonunion produce.)

coincident (koh IN si duhnt)  ADJ.
happening in the same place or time  (The
American Revolution was not coincident
with the French Revolution but preceded
it.)

dynasty (DY nuh stee)  N.  a ruling house or
family that reigns for several generations
(The Great Wall of China was largely built
during the Ch’in dynasty.)

instrumental (IN struh MEN tuhl)  ADJ.
helpful or serving as a means  (The
documentary was instrumental in
teaching a new generation about World
War II.)

manor (MAN ur)  N.  the house of a landed
estate  (The lord will host a banquet at his
manor.)

metropolis (mi TRAHP uh lis)  N.  the main
town or city of a region; any large city
(Denver is the most important metropolis
in Colorado.)

migrant (MY gruhnt)  N.  one who moves
periodically from one region to another
(The migrant moved north, harvesting
grain in Kansas and Nebraska.)

papyrus (puh PY ruhs)  N.  writing paper
used by ancient Egyptians, Greeks, and
Romans (Papyrus was first used as a
writing material by the Egyptians.)

patrician (puh TRISH uhn)  N.  a member of
the aristocratic class of ancient Rome  (A
Roman senator was always a patrician;
the lower classes could not serve in
goverment.)

pilgrimage (PIL gruh mij)  N.  a long journey
made to a sacred place  (In the Middle
Ages, an English Christian might make a
pilgrimage to Canterbury.)

plebeian (pli BEE uhn)  N.  a member of the
common people of ancient Rome  (A

plebeian of ancient Rome did not hold
political equality with the patricians.)

precedent (PRES i duhnt)  N.  an action
used as a standard for settling similar
future situations  (There was no legal
precedent for the judge’s opinion.)

prohibition (PROH uh BISH uhn)  N.  a law
that forbids  (A  U.S. constitutional
amendment in 1919 established a
prohibition on the sale of all alcoholic
beverages.)

realm (relm)  N.  a kingdom; a domain  (The
realm of England once extended
worldwide.)

rostrum (RAHS truhm)  N.  a platform used
in ancient Rome for public speaking
(The rostrum in the Roman Forum was
decorated with the prows of captured
ships.)

secede (si SEED)  V.  to withdraw from a
political union or religious association  (The
dissidents threatened to secede from the
union.)

secession (si SESH uhn)  N.  the act of
breaking off from a political union or
religious association  (The Confederacy
was established in 1860 after the
secession of the South.)

treatise (TREE tis)  N.  a detailed article or
dissertation  (The professor delivered a
treatise on the causes of the Civil War.)

turbulent (TUR byuh luhnt)  ADJ.
extremely disturbed or agitated  (The
turbulent years of the 1930s saw Europe
preparing for war.)

vanguard (VAN gahrd)  N.  the forefront of
a movement or field  (Lenin was in the
vanguard of the Communist Revolution.)

All the words in this lesson may be associated with history and historical events.


